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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem under investigation is to determine whether the project 
work of 4-H club members is making a significant contribution to an ade-
quate family diet. 
1. Sources of Information 
Data for this thesis were obtained from report forms kept by club 
members in ten counties in New Hampshire during 1942. The reports 
covered projects in garden, canning, food and health, poultry, dairy and 
livestock. These projects are the chief ones carried on by club members 
that could make a contribution to the family diet. In addition to these 
reports, some information was obtained from reports made by local 4-H club 
leaders, county 4-H club agents and state leaders in New Hampshire. A 
more detailed study of specific cases was made in Hillsborough County where 
the author has contact with club leaders, members and parents . For com-
parison, a study made in 1935 by Daisy Deane Williamson and Flora M. Miller 
on Living Conditions in New Hampshire was used. Findings from all these 
reports were summarized and narrative reports of all main factors were 
made. Charts and graphs indicate the chief findings. 
2. The Problem 
Both prior to 1930 and at the present time, the people of the United 
States enjoy a higher average state of nutritional well-being than the 
people of any other large country in the world. Comparing ourselves with 
certain nations we find the difference so startling as to make us feel 
this country is truly blessed. And yet, when we study the facts cold-
bloodedly and not boastfully, we find that at least three-fourths of the 
people in the United States do not have what can be called good diets by 
1 
any reasonable standard. It has been found that at least forty million 
2 
people in the United States are suffering from very bad diets. With this 
being true, it is not surprising that forty percent of the young men ex-
amined for military service are being rejected because of physical disabil-
ity. Not all of these rejections are for dietary deficiencies. Perhaps 
the examining officers would say that only a small percentage was of this 
nature, and yet experiment has revealed that it is possible to take the 
men rejected and by good medical care and proper food put perhaps half of 
them in condition to be accepted. Moreover, a study of case histories 
shows that proper feeding in childhood for the other half would have en-
abled a high percentage of them to pass the physical examination. Prob-
ably a larger number of people today are being fed properly in the United 
States than ever before in our history, but we have just started to do a 
rea.l. job. We want to see that good food gives 11health-plus 11 not merely to 
ten percent of our people but to everyone. 
Several phases of this problem may be studied: First, the agricul-
tural practices which need to be shifted more and more toward producing 
those foods which are rich in vitamins, minerals and the right kind of 
protein; second, adjustments necessary for all people to be able to pay 
enough for protective foods so as to furnish the farmers an inducement to 
bring about that expansion which is so vitally necessary, and third, the 
effectiveness of educational programs dealing with food problems. Prob-
I 
ably tens of millions of people in this country could live far more health-
1 Hazel K. Stiebling, Are We W~ll Fed7 (a report on the diets of 
families in the United States, Miscell~eous ~blicat!Qn,No. 430, United States D~~artment of AgrL~ulture Wash~neton ~ 0 L~4l) 
fully than they are living if only they had the right information about 
their daily food. The 4-H club program has been altered to emphasize 
this phase of education and is teaching boys and girls in many homes the 
importance of a proper diet and encouraging them to produce as many as 
possible of the necessary foods at home. It also teaches the newer 
methods of preparing and preserving foods to protect all of the food 
values. The progress being made by this program is considered in this 
study. 
3. Definition of Terms Used 
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4-H Club Work--an organization for boys and girls from ten to twenty-
one years of age, sponsored by the United States Department of Agriculture 
and carried on in each state by the state university as a junior extension 
program. Its primary purpose is to teach approved practices in Agriculture 
and Home Economics. For a more detailed description, see Appendix :B. 
Extension Workers--agents appointed by the university to carry on the 
program of Agriculture and Home Economics in the counties. 
Local Leaders--adult volunteers who meet with the 4-H clubs and teach 
the project work. 
Protective foods--those foods which contribute the vitamins and min-
erals necessary to maintain health. 
CHAPTER II 
THE NUTRITION PROBLEM 
It seems important to study the nutrition of families in a tYPical 
sample of rural New Hampshire since scientists tell us that better nutri-
t i on can add a ten percent dividend of health, strength, and happiness to 
the prime of life. The Nazis recognize the effectiveness of a good diet 
to build strength, morale, and efficiency. They took measures several 
years ago to provide for the working masses a diet better than ours have 
had. They obliged their people to eat whole grain breads, and reinforced 
the diet of troops and school children with Vitamf ri C when shortages of 
eitrous fruits arose. In the United States the feeding of our armed forces 
has been carefully studied so that men in the service are receiving meals 
well above the requirement for an adequate diet, and they are well sup-
plied with the necessary vitamins and minerals. The health and efficiency 
of those at home is just as important in the total war effort and future 
welfare of all people. 
1. Health Problems in Families 
The best material available for comparison with the present study is 
a survey made in 895 farm homes in New Hampshire in 1935.1 It was found 
that 41% of the homes had illness which caused the loss of 55 working days 
by adults, and eleven school days by the children in the average family. 
Ohronlc headaches, chronic colds, and chronic constipation were given as 
• 
the chief causes of the condition. Recommendations made to these families 
at that time included (1) keep a. family cow where practical, (2) family 
flocks managed for year round supply of eggs, (3) home-grown supplements 
1 Daisy Deane Williamson and Flora. M. Miller, Living Conditions in 
New Hall1tlshire Homes ~ham N. H U .N.H. Extension Servi~e 1935) 
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to the meat supply, (4) gardens planned to supply vegetables for good 
health all year, (5) meal planning to insure daily requirements, (6) food 
preparation methods to insure health. 
During the depression the welfare of human beings suffered greatly. 
Economic conditions made the provision of adequate food an impossibility 
for large portions of the population. A large minority did not get enough 
to eat. Because of this they were below par in health, in initiative and 
alertness. Physic~l illnesses began then which show up now in Selective 
Service rejections. There are several dozen diseases which are not 
caused directly by poor diet but for which poor diet furnishes an excel-
lent seed-bed. 
The 1935 survey made six specific recommendations for improving the 
nutritional level of families in New Hampshire. It is now our purpose 
to study the extent to which these practices are being carried out by 
families having children enrolled in 4-H clubs. 
Even when there is enough to eat, people may be victims of malnutri-
tion. Having enough food is not sufficient; there must be the right kinds 
of food . Figures released in 1941 show that two out of every five people 
in the United States are suffering from "hidden hunger, 11 a lack of pro-
tective foods. Severe cases produce rickets, scurvey, pellagra and under-
nourishment.· but in more cases it reveals itself as chronic fatigue, poor 
teeth, indigestion, shifting aches and pains, prevention of normal growth 
and development in children, and lowering of resistance to disease. 
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2. Extent of Inadequate Diets 
The chart below shows the extent of inadequate diets in the United 
States as revealed by figures presented in 1941 at the National Nutrition 
Conference.2 
Table I 
~uality of Diets Among Families in The United States 
Village and 
Quality of Diet All Families Farm Families City Families 
Good 27% 50% 2~ 
Fair 38% 25% 45% 
Poor 35% ~% 35% 
About one-fourth of the families in the United States have diets 
that could be rated good; more than a third are considered fair, and an-
other third should be classed as poor. These figures were based on food 
consumption patterns of families of different sizes in various income 
classes.3 
Modern farm families raise less of their own food than did the more 
self-sufficient families of a century ago. In fact they spend more for 
food than for any other item. Yet the families on farms still obtain 
about two-thirds of their food directly from their own gardens, orchards, 
or fields and from their own milk cows, poultry flocks, and other live-
stock. However, the diets of many farm families need improvement. 
About half of the farm families had diets classed as good, but at least 
a fourth had diets that were considered poor. Half the farm families may 
2 Federal Security Agency, Proceedings of National Nutrition Conferen e. 
3 H. K. Stiebeling, Are We Well Fed? 
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have good diets, but the other half need to improve their diets. 
3. Situation Among Families in New Hampshire 
In New Hampshire, 42.4~ of the population is classed as rural.4 
This is not a true picture since all places of six thousand or more are 
classed as urban, and by special rule the urban classification has been 
extended to include those towns in which there is a village or densely 
populated area having more than 2500 inhabitants and comprising more 
than fifty percent of the total population of the town. Seven of these 
towns and eleven cities comprise the urban areas. Within each of these 
areas is a large rural population. Concord, the capitol city, is one of 
the largest farming areas in the state. Manchester, the largest city, 
reported 66 poultry farms, and 44 dairy farms, with 1577 acres of land 
used for crops. Another characteristic is that a large portion of the 
rural population is non-farm population. There are 146,650 rural non-
farm people and 61,649 rural-farm population. Then there are large numbers 
of part-time farm people who work in nearb~ industrial centers. It there-
fore seems possible to assume that over half of the people in the state 
have an opportunity to produce part of their family food supply whether 
they live in a rural town or in a rural area of a larger town or city. 
In the 1935 survey of living conditions in New Hampshire,~ attention 
was focused on how adequately the nutritional needs of the families had 
been met; to what extent the food was home-grown, and how the cost of 
feeding the family was influenced by foods grown at home. 
4 1940 Census 
5 Williamson and Miller, Living Conditions in New Hampshire Farm 
Homes 
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Lack of money was reported as the greatest problem by forty percent 
of the families; failure to produce necessary foods at home by fifteen 
percent; lack of knowledge of food value by eleven percent; food prejudices 
by twenty- eight percent. There was little evidence that those families 
having high food budgets got better nutrition, or that those who grew 
large amounts of food necessarily lowered their cost proportionately. 
However, the study showed that home-grown food played a very important 
part in the total food budget-- up to nearly one-half in many cases. Garden 
stuffs and milk return the greatest value to those who produce them. 
Seventy- three percent of the 895 families had cows, but only 71~ had a 
family milk supply. Others had canned milk or none. Only 23~ reported 
making butter. Three-fourths of the families kept hens, but one-half of 
the families averaged to buy 62j dozen eggs a year. The fruit and vege-
table consumption of the families was uniformly low. The varieties of 
vegetables raised were few. Green, leafy vegetables were limited in the 
majority of families. Only 55~ served these vegetables three times a 
week. Less than 5o% served tomatoes twice a week in spite of the fact 
that they were raised in nearly every garden. 
Looking at the physical aspects of the problem, we find that New 
Hampshire presents a good field for production of vegetables and fruits. 
With the size of farms and the area of garden plots as well as the varied 
conditions of the land, it would seem feasible in families where there are 
members who can do so to raise as much as possible of the food needed by 
the families for their own use, irrespective of commercial demand for 
those products . It has been found that many farms are highly specialized 
9 
and all effort is put into carrying on poultry, dairy, fruit, or truck 
farming on a commercial basis. Little thought is given to producing a 
home food supply on these farms. Consequently, in poor years the family 
has little to eat when other expenses are met . In other cases the market 
prices are attractive and crops intended for family use are sold and never 
replaced. 
CHAPTER III 
SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE SITUATION 
BETWEEN 1935 AND 194.2 
A. Educational Programs on Adequate Diets 
In comparing the situation in 1935 and 1942, it is important to con-
sider the educational programs on adequate diets, the distribution of 
surplus foods and the campaign carried on for the promotion of home food 
production. 
The National Nutrition Conference adopted in 1941 a set of nutrition 
standards telling what each person needs in order to keep in good physi-
cal condition. These standards were put into language easily understood 
by all people. Then an extensive campaign was put into effect in an 
effort to get this information into every home. State nutrition commit-
tees, local nutrition chairmen, home economics trained women, schools, 
clinics, hospitals, public health nurses, and· others worked together in 
this project. Newspaper stories, radio programs, chain and department 
store advertising and other means made the public conscious of these nu-
trition standards. 
In New Hampshire, the "yardsticks" were printed on 911 x 1.211 cards 
· to be hung in the kitchen. Besides the English posters there were 
enough Greek, Polish, French,Lithuania.n, Italian and Finnish ones to 
supply all families using those languages. Reports show that over 90~ 
of the homes in the state were reached with this information. Three 
hundred thirty-nine instructors gave talks and presented the "yardstick'! 
to 780 groups. Seven hundred ninety-six lay leaders assisted in putting 
the program across. 
In Hillsborough County, 14,442 "yardsticks" were placed in as many 
different homes. Among these were 25 Greek, 30 Polish, 150 Finnish, 
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160 French and 160 Italian. Thus an effort was made to place before each 
family a concise, instructive chart showing the basic daily dietary needs. 
Other educat ional programs included emphasis on protective foods and 
instruction in food and vitamin values of various foods. Protective 
cooking of foods to preserve the vitamin and mineral content has been 
stressed. 
B. Distribution of Surplus Foods 
Since surpluses are now a matter of locality and season, and since 
more people are able to buy adequate food, the distribution of the sur-
pluses has taken a new form. Stores aid in the matter by advertising the 
foods most plentiful each week. Thus the homemaker can plan timely buy-
ing of foods necessary to supplement those already at hand. Many families 
have found it profitable to purchase foods while at the peak of plenty and 
can or otherwise preserve them. This provides a supplement to or partial 
substitute for the family garden. 
C. Promotion of Home Food Production 
With all this emphasis on food values and dietary standards, there 
was still the problem of influencing people to take the necessary steps to 
provide themselves with supplies of foods to meet the family needs. Rural 
people had long depended upon local markets to supply a variety of foods 
from which to make selections. Farm people were intent upon producing 
more milk, poultry, fruit, crops, etc., for market with little thought 
for the family supply . 
12 
Thus it became necessary to launch a campaign for home food production 
that would include all who had the facilities to produce all or part of 
their own food supply. The United States Department of Agriculture, with 
the National Nutrition Committee, outlined the program and provided in-
struction and advertising material for newspaper, magazine, and radio pro-
motion. The Extension Service in each state was cha rged with the responsi-
bility of getting the work done and the food raised. 
The campaign emphasized such points as: (1) a family garden large 
enough to supply a quantity and variety of vegetables to last through the 
year; (2) a family poultry flock to supply eggs and meat; (3) a family 
cow or goats to meet the family milk needs; (4) a food preservation pro-
gram to insure adequate meals through winter months. 
CHAPTER IV 
COUTRIBUTION OF 4-H PROJECTS TO FAMILY FOOD SUPPLY 
A. The· 4-H Garden 
In order to study the contribution which the 4-H garden is making to 
the family food supply, the writer collected all available detailed record 
sheets kept by 4-H members in nine counties of New Hampshire during the 
1942 garden season. 1 The 4-H garden enrollment in these nine counties 
total 3007, and the records collected numbered 1000, or one-third of the 
total. One other county had 274 4-H garden members, but no records were 
obtained from that county so no account has been made in this study of the 
work done there. 
1. Distribution of the Gardens 
For further clarification, the records from each county were divided 
by towns and by families. Thus where two or more members in one family 
submitted reports on the same garden, the duplication was eliminated. 
Table II 
Distribution of Gardens by Counties 
County No. Records Towns Families 
Belknap 111 13 79 
Carroll 46 14 40 
Cheshire 143 21 139 
Coos 34 6 28 
Grafton 265 32 216 
Hillsborough 115 22 97 
Rockingham 55 23 53 
Strafford 68 9 56 
Sullivan 163 15 134 
Total 1000 155 832 
1 A copy of the record sheet will be found in Appendix A 
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It will be noted that the number of families is the same as the num-
ber of gardens studied. 
2. Size of the Gardens 
In 701 cases the size of the garden was reported. The majority of 
the gardens were from 500 square feet to 2999 square feet, although the 
average size was 3243 square feet. In most cases this represented the 
·entire family garden, but in some caseQ there were other gardens for home 
use, or the family food supply was supplemented by surpluses of crops 
grown on the farm. The smallest garden reported was 134 square feet, and 
the largest was two acres. The most popular size was from 500 to 1000 
~ 
/"' 
square feet, much smaller than the average size. Di~iding the gardens in 
four equal classes according to size, we find the central half hanging 
from 742 to 3500 square feet in area. In Wilson's study of home. gardens 
in New Hampshire2 he reported finding 59.4~ of the gardens were from 10 
square rods to one-half acre in size, or from 2700 to 20,000 square feet. 
23.3% of the 4-H gardens reported in this study were within those limits. 
That leaves 76.~ of the 4-H gardens smaller than the recommended size3 
for the family gardens to provide an adequate supply of vegetables for a 
family of four through the summer and enough to can and store for the 
winter months. 
2 Stanley E. Wilson, A Study of Home Gardens in New Hampshire 
3 J. R. Hepler, The Home Vegetable C~rden 
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3 . Varieties of Vegetables Grown 
Vegetables are a very important source of food. Among the things 
which they can give the body to keep it healthy are proteins to build 
muscle; starch and sugar to supply energy; minerals to build bone struc-
ture and to increase the supply of blood; and vi tamins which protect the 
body from disease . 
The green vegetables are especially high in minerals and vitamins, 
and the home garden should have a generous supply of early, midseason, 
15 
and late greens and enough surplus for canning. Among such crops from 
which choice may be made are: spinach, Swiss chard, lettuce, beet greens, 
cabbage, endive, asparagus, New Zealand spi nach, Chinese cabbage, cauli-
flower, Brussels sprouts, broccoli and kale. With a little planning, a 
constant supply of fresh salad crops and greens may be had from these 
crops. 
The root crops- -beets, carrots, parsnips, rutabagas, turnips, onions, 
and radishes-- are excellent sources of minerals and sugars. They are also 
valuable to vary the diet. 
The protein or muscle- building vegetables are beans, peas and corn. 
Tomatoes a re high in both mi-nerals and vitamins. 
Potatoes, pumpkins and squashes are valuable for their high starch 
content . 
The well-rounded garden needs most of these vegetables in order to 
supply a properly balanced diet. 
Twenty-six common vegetables were listed on the records used by the 
members in reporting . In the 832 gardens reported the average number of 
16 
vegetables grown was 12 . 8, or approximately one-half the common varieties . 
The number of varieties required for an adequate family garden is 15. 
Slightly over half the gardens, 51.5%, had 15 or more varieties, The most 
common number of varieties grown was 10, although 55% grew 13 or more vari-
eties; 24% grew 20 or more varieties. 
Table IIT 
Varieties of Vegetables Grown in 4-H Gardens 
Order of 
Varieties No. Reporting Popularity 
•String beans 592 2 
Shell beans 401 11 
*Dry beans 240 19 
Beets 595 1 
*Broccoli 134 26 
*Cabbage 400 12 
•Carrots 583 3 
Cucumbers 557 6 
*Peas 438 9 
*Peppers 163 24 
Pumpkins 246 18 
Radishes 516 8 
Rutabagas 156 25 
Summer squash 255 16 
*Winter squash 315 13 
*Corn 543 7 
*Swiss chard 310 14 
*Spinach 248 17 
*E.'ldive 194 22 
•Lettuce 570 5 
*Melon 193 23 
Onions 239 20 
*Potatoes 413 10 
Parsnips 19? 21 
•Tomatoes 580 4 
Turnips 281 15 
• Vegetables classed as protective foods 
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The ten varieties appearing most frequently were string beans, beets, 
carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, corn, radishes, tomatoes, peas, and potatoes. 
Seven of these were designated as protective foods. Seventy percent of 
the gardens had all but the last two varieties named. It will be noted 
that lettuce is the only leafy vegetable on this list and 86~ reported 
growing it. Others appearing on the record were: chard grown by 45~, 
spinach by 37~, and endive by 30~. Further examination of the reports 
showed that 90.8% of the gardens included one or more leafy vegetables, 
68.1% had two or more, and 32.4% grew three or more. Only 9.2% of the 
gardens were without any leafy vegetable. 
Table IV 
Distribution of Garden Adequacy 
Class Varieties Number of Gardens 
Poor 1 - 5 40 
Fair 6 - 10 217 
Good 11 - 15 279 
Excellent 16 - 26 296 
% of Gardens 
4.9 
26.1 
34. 
35. 
From this table we find that 69~ of the gardens may be classed as 
good or excellent in providing adequate varieties of vegetables for family 
use. Table III shows a favorable indication that 4-H gardeners are raising 
not only the common varieties of··vegetables but a wider selection which in-
eludes more of the protective foods. Although the gardens are smaller than 
the recommended size for a family garden, the produce raised offers a good 
foundation for an adequate diet. The family garden raises a farm family's 
income in a way that planting an extra acre of corn or beans or potatoes 
or squash may fail to do. No matter what happens to the price of such 
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products when they go to market, the family gets the full benefit of its 
own garden. 
The garden records also included a report on the extent of the supply 
of food raised, that is, whether there was more than enough, just enough, 
or not enough. Five hundred sixty families checked this section. Nine-
teen gardens producted more than enough, but 63% reported not enough. 
Thirty-four percent indicated just enough. Evidently most 4- H gardens 
s~pply a variety of fresh vegetables for seasonal use, but not a year-
round supply. 
There is evidence that the 4-H gardeners are conscious of the need 
for better gardens. Four hundred fifty-eight of those reporting indicated 
that they had made a plan before planting their gardens. Many also checked 
the improvements made over the previous year . 
Table V 
Number of Gardens in which Improvements were made 
during the year 
Improvements No. Reporting 
Larger 338 
More kinds grown 353 
Better yields 335 
Better insect control 304 
Better disease control 251 
' 40.8 
42.5 
40.3 
36.2 
30.0 
From this chart it appears that the greatest improvement was made in 
the point of more kinds grown, which is probably the most important factor. 
The factors of insect and disease control are noteworthy also, since many 
home gardens suffer considerable loss from inadequate care in these matters 
More adequate food supplies will be produced in improvement gardens, not 
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necessarily in larger gardens. 
B. Members Preserve and Store Foods for Family Use 
Included in the reports on 4-H gardens was a section asking for a 
report of the canning and storage done from the garden. Items called for 
were the number of jars of tomatoes, other vegetables and fruits canned, 
the bushels of potatoes, dried beans, beets and carrots stored, and the 
pounds of cabbage, squash and pumpkin stored. 
Table VI 
Amounts of Foods Preserved and Stored for Family Use 
Canned or No. Re- Amount per 
Food Stored Amount porting Family 
Tomatoes Canned 14,821 qts. 337 43.9 qts. 
Other vegetables 
" 
36,444 II 339 107.0 II 
Fruit II 26,672 II 313 85.2 II 
Potatoes Stored 10,048t bu. 255 39.4 bu. 
Beans 
" 
863 II 190 4.7 II 
Beets and carrots II 1,655-f II 276 6.0 II 
Cabbage II 18,204 lbs. 171 106.4 lbs. 
Squash II 40,.Z76 II .Zl5 187.0 II 
These figures show that these families averaged 236.1 quarts of canned 
fruits and vegetables, plus potatoes and other vegetables stored for family 
use. Comparison of these figures with those given for adequate canning 
and storage for the seven and one- half-month period between season reveals 
more pertinent figures. 
Canning Budget 
Tomatoes 
Other vegetables 
Fruit 
Storage Budget 
Potatoes 
Beans 
Table VII 
Comparison of Amounts Required and 
Those Actually Produced for Family Use 
Amounts Required 
for 1 Person 
3 -
36 pts. 
50 II 
40 II 
5 bu. 
16 lbs. 
Amounts Canned 
87.8 pts. 
Zl4.0 II 
170.4 II 
Amounts Stored 
39.4 bu. 
6.0 II 
Beets and carrots i bu. 6 .. 0 II 
Cabbage 30 lbs. 106.4 lbs. 
Squash 15 - 20 II 187.0 II 
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Adequate for 
No. Persons 
2.44 
4.Z8 
4.26 
7.88 
22.5 
12.0 
3.54 
9.35 
The average rural New Hampshire family includes 4.04 persons. Using 
this as a measure, it appears that the amounts of foods canned and stored 
average more than adequate except in the cases of tomatoes canned and cab-
bage stored . Tomatoes are important in the diet as a. protective food sup-
plying Vitamin 0, and these families have provided only slightly more than 
half the amount needed. However, the garden provided more than enough for 
the families to eat fresh, and a good portion of the amount and variety 
needed to feed the family until another season. 
These same families reported on the question whether they canned and 
stored more or less for family use than in the previous year . Three hun-
dred forty-one reported more canned goods, and 298 had more stored foods . 
Sixty-two families did less canning and 90 stored less than previously. 
This shows a favorable trend toward meeting the requirements of an adequate 
food supply. 
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Other 4-H members doing canning projects reported doing 85,431 quarts 
of preserved foods. There were 992 boys and girls enrolled in this project 
in ten counties of New Hampshire. This indicates an average of 172 pints 
per member. The amount required per person for adequa. te quantity: .and var-
iety through the winter months is 145 pints. One factor to keep in mind 
here is that the majority of these members are beginners in this project 
and therefore do enough to learn how to carry on the process with little 
thought given to family needs. Other members of the family in most cases 
do the greater part of the canning. This of course is not reported by 
the members, so we have no indication of the adequacy of the family canning 
program. As the members progress in the project from year to year, they 
are required to come nearer to meeting the fa~ily food budget needs in 
their projects. These advanced members undoubtedly contribute considerably 
in attaining the average of 172 pints per family. In Hillsborough County, 
where 129 boys and girls reported canning projects, the first year members 
averaged to do 50.4 jars, while the advanced members averaged 223.6 jars 
each. The average per member reporting was 110.9 quarts. 
Table VIII 
Amount of Produce Canned by 4-H Members 
J.J o. Reporting 
Count;<£ Bo~s Girls ~uarts Canned ~uarts Per Member 
Rockingham 2 185 13,427 71.8 
Strafford 37 4,062 109.8 
Sullivan 82 10,223 124.6 
Belknap 11 63 5,358 72.4 
Carroll 28 120 13,651 91.9 
Cheshire 4 47 2,547 49.9 
Coos 21 1,035 49.2 
Grafton 5 139 8,950 62.1 
Hillsborough 3 126 14,307 110.9 
Merrimack nt- 118 11 871 99.7 ~-Mt1 Hn 4:-s Hfi 
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Since the number reporting varied considerably in the different 
counties, the amount of canning done per member was figured to give some 
picture of the use being made of the produce from the gardens. Table VII 
shows that 126 pints of canned goods are required to provide an adequate 
year-round diet for one person. Translating that into quarts, we get 63 
quarts per person as the requirement. Figures in Table VIII indicate that 
in some counties the members do not can enough to provide for one person, 
and in no county do they average enough for two persons. Here again the 
reason may be that so many 4-H canning members are beginners doing only a 
small part of the family canning. These figures do not show the amount 
of canned goods the families have on hand, but only the amounts reported 
by 4-H members in their project work. 
Another factor influencing the amount of canning done is the length of 
the growing season in different parts of the state. In Belknap, Carroll, 
Coos and Grafton counties, the four most northern counties, the season is 
about three weeks shorter than in the rest of the state. It will be noted 
thatTable VIII shows a lower average per member in these counties than in 
some other counties. Rockingham County, in the southeast end of the state, 
and Cheshire County, in the southwest end, are also low,but for other rea-
sons. 
A study of some typical families shows the gains made by members in 
their 4-H projects. A Milford, N. H., boy had been in a club five years. 
Three years ago he had a small garden and did well enough so his folks 
agreed to allow him to increase the size and try more varieties. He made 
improvements each year, and this year was declared county champion gardener 
His own garden was 3,000 square feet in size, and besides that he did most 
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of the work in another garden one-half acre in size. His report showed he 
had raised over ZO varieties of vegetables and the family had canned and 
stored more than enough to provide an adequate diet until the next garden 
season. The total value of the vegetables grown was $300.10. 
Another boy, 12 years of age, had a garden Z400 square feet which 
supp lemented the usual family garden. He had twelve varieties of vegetable~ 
in his garden which was larger than the yea r before. He is interested i n 
becoming a farmer,so he raised more than was needed at home of tomatoes, 
peas and beans. By careful planning he found he could supply the family 
and still have produce to sell. From his small garden he sold vegetables 
amounting to $7.00 in cash. 
A Pelham, N. H., girl has been doing 4- H canning projects seven years. 
. . 
She started at the age of eleven and did twenty je.rs that year. The follow 
ing year she increased to 94 jars, then to 181 jars, and now she makes out 
a family canning budget and does what is needed for an adeq1~te supply. 
This year she reported doing 419 quarts of canned goods for her family. 
0. Poultry and Livestock Projects Contribute to Family Food Supply. 
As previously stated, the 1~35 survey of food and health conditions 
in New Hampshire led to several recommendations. Among these were (1) that 
families keep a poultry flock managed for year-round supply of eggs and 
meat, (Z) that a family cow be kept where practical, and (3) that there 
should be homegrown supplements to the meat supply. The 1941 campaign out-
lined by the National Nutrition Committee for improving the diets of rural 
fa.milies included the same points. 
Since these are important items in the family food supply, and since 
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they are included in the 4-H. program, reports on these projects were as-
sembled from 432 members in ten New Hampshire counties. Instruction rna-
terial4 furnished to poultry members during the year included the following 
reasons for maintaining a home flock: (1) It releases more eggs and 
poultry meat produced by the commercial poultry growers to be used for our 
'-Armed Forces, lend-lease purposes, and for our civilian population who are 
unable to produce their own. (Z) It helps to produce the year around and 
at the least cost the kind of food needed to build strong bodies. Eggs 
are numbered among our most nutritious foods. They contain protein for 
body building, fats for energy, iron for red blood, and phosphorus and 
calcium for good teeth and bones. In addit i on, they are excellent sources 
of vitamins A, B, D, and G. Truly, "packages of sunshine" expresses their 
value as food. (3) It aids in making the family in the urban vicinity or 
on the farm more self-sustaining in that these foods do not have to be pur-
chased. (4) It is a 11 labor-sa.ving 11 method, as care of the home flock is 
done before or after hours or between times. (5) Poultry products cost 
less when grown at home. (6) Poultry meat and eggs produced by the home 
flock are fresh. It is not always possible to buy as good-quality eggs 
and poultry meat as you can produce yourself. (7) Waste f rom the table 
and extra vegetables from the garden can be fed to the poultry flock to 
cut down the feed bill. (8) All members of the family can worl<: together 
in caring for the flock and at the same time feel they are making a con-
tribution to "Food for Freedom." (9) Having a home flock releases money 
normally used for eggs and poultry meat to be used for other necessary 
4 R. C. Bradley. The Home Poultry Flock. Circular 250, Uni-versity of 
New Hampshire, Durham, 1942 
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purposes such as clothes, f~el, doctor's bills, and repairs. 
4-H poultry projects usually aim at raising a few chickens, probably 
less than 100. The best pullets are selected from the lot to house for 
the winter supply of eggs, and the rest are used for meat. Poultry spec-
ialists tell us that forty baby chicks, straight run, should provide fif-
teen pullets, which in turn will provide at least an egg a day for each 
person in a family of five. 
Straight run chickens are those right from the hatchery with no se-
lection as to sex. Usually there is a predominance of roosters which can 
be sold as broilers or raised for meat. Of the pullets in a straight run 
lot some will be culled out as poor layers and probably used as meat. If 
more than fifteen layers are housed there is always a market for surplus 
eggs. 
1942 records used in this study show that 432 4-H members in ten New 
Hampshire counties raised 49,739 birds. This means an average of 112.8 
birds per member, or nearly th~ee times more than the number necessary to 
provide an adequate supply for the family. A few members reported follow-
ing the practice of raising extra birds to sell and thus pay for the grain 
required to raise the flock. There is no record of the number of birds 
the members housed, but it may be assumed that one of the chief reasons 
for raising chickens is to assure a flock that will provide eggs for the 
family. An important factor, however, is that less than 500 rural families 
are represented in this project. Eight hundred thirty-two families were 
included in the garden report, and there are about 5000 families with 4-H 
members. 
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The actual contribution made to the family food supply by 4-H poultry 
members is evident in the follow! ng case studies: An eleven-year-old boy 
started 150 chickens and had a laying flock of 76 birds. His average egg 
production was 202 eggs per bird; 180 is satisfactory. Accounts Which he 
kept during the year showed that through the sale of broilers and surplus 
eggs he was able to purchase $200 worth of defense bonds. Another member, 
e i ghteen years of age, and eight years a poultry member, showed that 
through the years his flock increased from fourteen hens to nearly 100 
laying birds. His 1940 project had a net value of $400. He is a farm boy 
in a family of six. An interesting point in regard to this family is that 
each of the four children has . his own specialty and is responsible for the 
family's welfare in his line, as in poultry, dairy, garden, a.nd canning. 
Whatever profit can be realized after the family needs are fulfilled is 
added to the member's fund for further education. This poultry member is 
quite proud of the fact that he was able to take over the customers who 
used to buy eggs from his grandfather in a nearby city and supply them with 
fresh eggs every week. 
The chief 4-H livestock projects are dairy and swine. The recom!!l3nda-
tions are that a family cow be kept where practical, and that there should 
be homegrown supplements to the meat supply. In the latter it has already 
been pointed out that the poultry projects made a considerable contribution 
It will be seen that some members raise beef or pork or both for more var-
iety. 
Three hundred six boys and girls reported caring for 510 dairy animals 
There is no differentiation in this report between those that are calves 
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being raised for future milk supply, those being raised for meat, and those 
that are already producing. However, anyone f amiliar with the 4-H program 
in New Ham ps hire would estimate at least 60% of these are calves being 
raised for production, andthe rest would be divided about equally between 
meat anima ls and producing cows. The fact that there is an average of 
1.66 animals per member would indicate that there is probably a producing 
cow plus a growing calf in many instances. Since raising a calf up to the 
production period is a long time process, and one with considerable expense 
and no income, most members care for the calf during the first year and 
then turn it over to the care of adults until the production period begins, 
when the members again take over for t he purpose of keeping milk production 
and expense records. A few members reported purchasing calves themselves 
to raise for the purpose of building up their own herds. 
The family cow should provide throughout the year, except in her dry 
period, all the &aily fluid milk the family needs. As daily milk produc-
tion varies in relation to the length of time after calving, there are 
periods when t he quantity of milk produced is in excess of fluid needs. 
At that time, cottage cheese, cheddar cheese, and butter for family use 
can be made from the surplus milk. The resulting skim milk or whey can be 
used to advantage in feeding poultry, a vealcalf, or a pig. The chief hin-
drance to keeping a family cow is the matter of adequate housing. For this 
reason, many families find it impossible to maintain this source of food 
supply. 
Veal is from calves up to three months of age. Many families prefer 
to keep the calf longer, chiefly on pasture feed and then slaughter for 
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beef. Some plan to dress a heifer, steer or young bull each winter for 
home use, and this is good judgment. An entire carcass from a mature ani-
mal will generally furnish more meat than can be handled by one family. 
Some may be canned, frozen, or corned. Another solution is to make a deal 
with the neighbors to trade quarters or halves for some other food item 
which can be more economically obtained in this manner. 
The pig is one :. of the most efficient animals there is in converting 
grain into meat. The ownership of a pig makes it possible to save table 
and kitchen scraps and most unused garden vegetables and turn them into 
pork. Relatively little is needed in the way of housing and equipment. 
Few families, however, ~e included the pig in their home food production 
program, as evidenced by the fact that only 109 boys and girls in the state 
report having pig projects. These 109 members raised 207 animals, amost 
two each, so it is probably true that nearly twice as many families bene-
fitted by this activity. 
In Hillsborough County, nine boys reported in this project and all of 
the animals were raised for home use. Prices were good and therefore the 
projects sh?wed good returns. The fourteen animals raised were valued at 
$544. It cost $375.04 to raise them. Thus it will be gsen that these pro-
jects made a valuable contribution to the family food supply. 
D. Members Learn Standards for Ad~quate Diets 
With the added impetus of the national nutrition campaign, the4-H 
health program took on more importance. It was agreed that4-H boys and 
girls should be taught the essential foods for an adequate daily diet and 
some of the food andhealth habits "that would begin to correct or eliminate 
the defects due to poor diet found to be present in youth of conscription 
age. Thus a new project was outlined which included these essentials. 
It used the principles stressed in the Nutrition Yardstick, which had al-
ready been placed in many New Hampshire homes, and added a few desirable 
food and health habits. A check sheet was provided so that individuals 
could check the daily diet and habits against the standard. The project 
was called 11 Make New Hampshire Strong" and md the following objectives: 
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(1) To stimulate interest in building strong, sturdy bodies. (2) To 
encourage 4-H boys ~1d girls to adopt good food and health practices so 
that they may be strong. (3) To develop as much interest in the feeding 
of themselves as they have in the feeding of animals. (4) To have the 
health program function in home and community. mne thousand, two hundred 
twenty-six members reported carrying the project to completion, and 951 of 
these reported improving one or more food or health habits. The habits 
improved included eating more vegetables and fruit, drinking milk regularly 
eliminating sweets between meals, brushing teeth twice a day, drinking more 
water, and getting more sleep. 
In Hillsborough County, the health work as outlined in 11 Ma.ke New Hamp-
shire Strong 11 was taken up as a project or an activity by sixteen clubs 
and groups. At one club the county worker explained briefly what the pro-
,ject involved, and then had each member score his last day's meals by the 
standards on the chart. The parents were present at this meeting and as-
sisted with the scoring. Thus it was called to their attention that the 
da ily meals must include the .necessary quart of milk, two vegetables, fruit 
cereals, meat, eggs, etc., if the members were to meet the standards set 
for an adequate diet. In this county alone, 398 boys and girls rep orted 
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completing this project and nearly all reported making definite improvement 
in their diets. With such a program providing incentive, members not only 
improve their scores but simultaneously learn the fundamentals of an ade-
quate diet and a few reasons for including the basic foods. If the family 
is to produce a more adequate food supply it is necessary to know the re-
quirements . for an adequate diet. 
In addition to those participating in this health work as a project, 
many other boys and girls studied parts of it. The project was set up in 
such a way that it was easily adapted to use at club or group meetings or 
as part of the program at any gathering of young people. In a number of 
instances after such a program some members asked to go on and complete 
the entire project. The others, by scoring a day's diet, had pointed out 
to them the things they needed to change in order to get an adequate diet. 
At several meetings where this was done the parents were present and in-
variably they asked to keep the charts so they could help their children 
achieve a satisfactory score. This factor is important because in many 
homes the diet is fixed and change resi.sted. 
E. Members Participate in Meal Planning and Food Preparation 
The 4-H food project is divided into divisions which allow members 
to study the foods for each meal separately, then as a whole. Thus in the 
breakfast division is included not only the preparation of breakfast foods 
but a study of what those foods should be, their part in the day's diet, 
and the amounts needed. In the preparation of foods the members learn 
methods which preserve the maximum food value as well as ways of serving 
foods to make them attractive and appetizing. Menu planning is a require-
ment in each division, as well as preparation of foods and serving complete 
I 
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meals. Members progress from breakfasts to suppers and dinners and then 
take up the division on family meals. In that way they should become ac-
quainte'd with the fundamentals of an adequate diet and the proper methods 
of preparing and caring for the foods involved. For project credit the 
members are to submit a record of meals planned and served. Reports5 show 
that 812 boys and girls in the ten New Hampshire counties completed food 
projects in 1942 in which they prepared and served 14,808 meals, or an 
average of 18 meals per member. This number is very conservative because 
it is well known that nearly every member prepares many meals that are 
never recorded. 
Several factors contributing to more adequate diet and better food 
habits have been pointed out by local leaders who are responsible for 
training the members in their project work. In one town the club of about 
twenty girls meets after school once in two weeks. The members taking the 
food project then prepare the food for a balanced meal and plan the menu 
for the next meeting. The supper is served to all members and the leaders. 
This plan gives the leaders an opportunity to be sure the members have 
learned how to plan meal~ and how the food should be prepared and served. 
It also provides a balanced meal with adequate food for those who might not 
otherwise have it. At the table the girls usually discuss the meal itself 
and the different foods so that each girl knows why each dish was served 
and how it was prepared. One requirement is that each girl must eat some 
of every food served. That this plan has considerable carry-over is shown 
in the example of the member whose mother died and left her to provide 
5 C. B. Wadleigh, Annual Report of State Club Leader, 1942, Durham, 
New Ham shire 
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meals for a family of ten. She had kept menus and recipes from the club 
meals and fotmd them of great value in her daily task. Another member's 
mother reported she knew little of what happened at 4-H meetings, but after 
her daughter married and began showing unusual ability in planning and ser-
ving meals she learned that the club was responsible. 
In another town where the 4-H girls are from Finnish families, the 
leader found the girls knew little about setting a table and serving foods. 
Evidently the families do not sit down to meals as is our custom. So it 
was arranged to have the foods served to the entire group each time any 
cooking was done. Foods unfamiliar to the girls were tried, and in turn 
the leader had them bring recipes for some of their native foods. 
Methods of food preparation affect considerably the value of those 
foods in the diet. Protective cooking, methods of storage, and use of 
left-overs are among the important lessons being learned by members in 
this project. If 800 members can be taught these lessons in some measure 
each year, thediets of rural New Hampshire families should be improved in 
the not-too-distant future. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Before presenting the results of this study, it may be helpful to 
bring together the important findings of each division . 
In the ga rden reports we find that 832 ga rdens in nine counties av-
eraged 3243 square feet in area. These plots had from one to twenty-six 
varieties of vegetables, with an average of 12.8 varieties per garden. 
51.5% of the gardens had fifteen or more varieties, an adequate number, 
but the most common number of va rieties was ten. Most gardens included a 
favorable number of protective foods. 90.8% of the gardens had one or 
more greens, an item showing up poorly in previous s tudies. 34% of the 
gardens produced adequate amounts for the families, but 63% reported in-
sufficient amounts. 458 members reported making a plan for the garden. 
The greatest improvement reported in the gardens in a one-year period was 
in the matter of more kinds of vegetables grown. There was better insect 
and di sease control and hence better yields. 
Families reported an average of 236.1 .quarts of canned fruits and 
vegetables, plus potatoes and other vegetables stored for winter use. For 
the average New Hampshire family of 4 . 04 persons, there was more than enoug 
reported to supply the needs, except in the case of tomatoes where only hal 
the amount required was provided. 341 families canned more and 298 had 
more stored foods than in previous years . 
Individual canning records showed a lower average than the family re-
ports. 4-H members averaged to can 172 pints per me mber . For an adequate 
supply 145 pints per person are required. The average family should have 
nearly 600 pints to meet the yea r - round needs. 
I 
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Poultry members submitted reports showing that they raised an average 
of 112.8 birds per member. nearly three times the number necessary to pro-
vide an adequate supply of eggs and meat for a family of five. 
Three hundred six dairy members reported working with 510 dairy ani-
mals. including calves. veal or beef animals, and producing cows. This is 
an average of 1.66 animals per member . Dairy projects yield fluid milk 
for daily needs, cottage and cheddar cheese. butter, skim milk for feeding 
poultry, calves or pig, and meat. 
The 109 members who reported raising 207 pigs made a real contribution 
since this animal makes efficient use of its feed in producing meat. 
Health projects taught 1226 Ne.,1 Hampshire young people the fundamental 
of an adequate diet and provided incentive for improving the regular meals. 
Eight hundred twelve food project members learned how to plan and serv 
meals to meet the standards of an adequate diet. They learned methods of 
preparing, cooking and storing foods to get the most value from them. sub-
mitted menus for an average of eighteen meals per member. 
Recommendations for home food production by rural families include the 
following : (1) a family garden large enough to supply a quantity and var-
iety of vegetables to last through the year; (2) a family poultry flock to 
supply eggs and meat; (3) a family cow or goats to meet the family milk 
needs; (4 ) a food preservation program to insure adequate meals through 
winter months; (5) food preparation methods to insure health. 
Pro,ject 
Garden 
Poultry 
Dairy 
Swine 
Canning 
Health 
Food 
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Table IX 
Summary of 4-H Food Production Projects 
No, Reporting Accompli shrnen ts Average Per Member 
3281 246.2 acres 3243 sq_uare feet 
432 49,739 birds 112.8 birds 
306 510 animals ,1.66 animals 
109 207 animals 
992 85,431 q_uarts 17.2 pints 
1226 951 habits im- 1.28 habits im-
proved proved 
812 14,808 meals 18 meals 
Few 4-H projects represent the entire family supply. Because the mem-
bers range in age from 10 to 21 years of age, the contribution of the 
younger me!llbers j_s less but evidence presented shows older members produc-
ing food beyond the family needs. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of ~his thesis was to study the contribution made by 4-H 
projects to an adequate family diet. In view of the material previously 
presented, the following results and conclusions are now enumerated. 
1. It appears tha t from 50% to 75% of the families in New Hampshire 
need to improve their diet, as indicated by the 1935 survey of living con-
ditions. 
2. Conditions in New Hampshire are such that it would be possible to 
part i ally meet this need by producing some of the necessary foods at home. 
An educational program is needed to inform people of food values and to 
overcome food prejudices. 
3. The gardens of 4-H members are large enough to produce a vegetable 
supp ly for the average family. More varieties of vegetables are grown in 
these gardens than was shown by the 1935 report on New Hampshire conditions 
~ith 51.5% having 15 or more varieties and all gardens averaging 12.8 var-
ieties. Tomatoes were one of the vegetables most universally raised. 
4. Further reports show that 4-H gardens produce an adequate season-
al supply of vegetables for family use, but only 35% produce a year-round 
supply of all vegetables. However, many of these gardens are in addition 
to crops grown commercially which can add to the family supply. Also, were 
it not for these 4-H gardens, the families would not have this supply of 
vegetables in many cases. 
5. There is evidence that th~ 4-H gardens are improving from year to 
year. The gardens are larger and showing better yields. The greatest im-
provement was made in the number of varieties grown, which is an important 
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factor. Improvements in insect and disease control in 36% of the gardens 
is important since many home gardens suffer considerable loss from inade-
quate care in these matters. 
6. 35% of the families reported that the gardens produced enough 
vegetables to can an adequate supply for the 7~ months period between sea-
sons, and enough to store an adequate supply of potatoes, beans, beets, 
carrots, and squash. The only deficiency was in tomatoes canned, and that 
was slightly more than half the required amount. 
7. 40.98~ of the families reported having more canned goods, and 
35.8% had more stored foods than in previous years. Thus 4-H garden pro-
jects are contributing favorably in the matter of home food production. 
8. Those 4-H members conducting poultry projects raise more than 
enough birds to insure an adequate family supply of eggs and meat. 
9 . Reports from smaller numbers of members enrolled in dairy and pig 
projects indicate that these projects add considerable amounts of meat and 
other foods to the family food supply. 
10. Through 4-H health projects large numbers of boys and girls are 
learning the essentials of an adequate diet, and some of them have influ-
enced changes in the family diet. 
11. Members in 4-H food proJects practice meal planning and food 
preparation principles that contribute to more adequate family diets. 
12. Probably few families benefit from all of these project contri-
butions, but undoubtedly each of the 5000 4-H families in New Hampshire 
enjoys the products of one ·or more. 
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13. 4-H projects, by starting in s mall units and ~rking to meet or 
maintain high standards, make a valuable contribution to the development of 
the individual as vrell as aiding the family. 
14. Since it appears that 4-H projects do make a large contribution 
toward a more adequate family diet, Extension workers should seek to extend 
these benefits to more families while continuing to encourage improvements 
in the projects of the present membership . 
~f({b~ 
Richard K. Conant, Dean 
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APPENDIX 
Head of Family ...... ................... .. ..... ........... ..... .......... .... .... ....... ......... .......... ............ ............... . 
N umber in Family: Adults ............. ... Children above 6 yrs ..... ... ....... .. Children under 
6 yrs ........... ..... . 
Size of Garden: Ave. length ............... .ft. ; Ave. width .... .... .. ..... .ft.; Total area 
.......... .. .. .. sq. ft. 
GARDEN IMPROVEMENTS THIS YEAR-(IF A NY) 
1. Larger ......... ... ; 2. More kinds grown ... ..... .... ; 3. Retter yields ..... ..... .. ; 
4. Better insect control ............ , 5. Better disease control ....• ..... .. . 
CANNING AND STORAGE REPORT 
] ars tom a toes canned quarts canned ...... ...... . 
J ars other vegetables canned ......... ... ; quarts canned .... ....... . . 
J ars fru it canned ...... ..... . ; quarts canned .... ..... ... . 
Bushels stored: Potatoes ... ..... ... . , Beans ........ .... ; Beets and Carrots., ... ..... .. . 
Pounds stored: Cabbage ............ , Squash and Pumpkin .......... .. . 
More canned than last year. Yes ... ....... .. No ........... . 
:More vegetables stored than last year. Yes .......... .. No ........ ... . 
NUTRITION "YARDSTI CK" REPORT 
1. Enough crops raised to serve two vegetables besides 
potatoes pet" day. Y es ............ No ...... .. ... . 
2. Enough to have one of the vegetables each day, a leafy 
3. 
4. 
green or yellow one. Yes ............ No .......... .. 
Enough tomatoes grown so that family can have three 
or more servings per week, all year. Yes ... .. .. .. .. . No ........... . 
vVere more vegetables eaten by family th is year? Yes ......... ... No .... ...... .. 
Cert ified ....... ................. .. ....... ..... .... ....... .. ... ...... ..... ......... Parent 
P ublished and distributed under the Acts of Congress of .May 8 and June 30, 1914, by the 
University of New Hampshire Extension Service, D urham, N. H. , H . B. Stevens, Acting 
Director. T he United States Department of Agriculture cooperating. 
\iUUU \iAti.UJ!il"'lj rti.A 
(To be fi lled out by the club member conducting any garden division) 
GARDEN JOBS CLEAN-UP JOBS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Garden plan m ad e 
Fertilized properly .. ..... ....... .. 
vVeeds con trolled ................. . 
Insects and disease s controlled 
Did transplanting ...... ... ....... .. 
Did intercropping and/or 
succession cropping .. ...... .. 
Did thin ning .... .............. .. ...... .. 
Grading and market ing ...... .. 
Vegetable storage .......... .. .. ... . 
1. Garden Clean-up 
2. Clean and repair tools ...... .. 
3. Lawn clean-up ...................... .. 
4. '\Valk & drive clean-up .... .. .. 
5. Disposal of house & garden 
refuse .. .. ... .. ........ ....... .. ........ .. 
6. Repair fe nces, arbors, etc ... .. 
Times judged vegeta;bles ....... . 
Times demonstrations given .. .. 
Garden meetings attended ...... .. 
PERSONAL LABOR RECORD 
Jobs Performed T otal 
H ours 
Hours worked each, 
clay worked 
==============,I=============~================, I======== I I Planning and clean-up 
Plowing and harrowing 
-,----~--------: 
--F-er-t-il-iz-in_g a_n_d_p_la_n-ti-ng--l--~------~-- - ---------l--------1 
Cultivating and weeding ,---~------1----'-----1 
Disease & insect control work--~------------------~ 
Harvesting --~--------~----------~l-------1 
----1-.1--.-,------,~. 1-----1 
Other work done in garden 
FAMILY COOPERATION 
(To be fi ll ed out by the club member conducting t he Family garden division.) 
The checks opposite each member of the family show what parts of the 
work in the fam ily garden were done done by him or her. 
Mother 
""' 
I I 
c <11 ~to ~~D 1:.0 C1S C M :.5 · ~ c en bD·~ M 
.5 ~ c c MO ·E c > :a c ::s .... c ·;u ·~ 
"' c;l o@ .... <11 a ~ 
"' ~ P:: :r: "' p:; :r:3 iS ~
- · ----
- -
v if v 
' 
""' c M g; :g; . .§ biJ 
·a .s·~ ~ .s 
.s t; ~ ~ a 
-
--------'1--1---,1- - ---1----i--- --~-·1-A-"'-~-11-~-~<11 Sample v 
Father 
B rothers --1 
_ S_is_te_r_s - - --1----1--- ·1-- - --11- - - 1-- - - - 1- - - --~ 
O thers / 
I 
THE FAMILY GARDEN REPORT 
Note: This report should be made out by the parents and club member. 
This is a report of all crops, including small fruits, in the entire family garden. 
r 
YIELD FAMILY SUPPLY 
Check Ft. of 
I I 
CROPS Those ¥1~:~ I I Not Grown Row I Good Fair Poor Enough Enough Enough 
)ample: Corn I V ISO II V I/ V j ~======~~==~==~~~~~~=· 
3eans: string 
-------s7h-e~ll-------------1·-------1---------1------- 1 ----~------ -------1------1·------
dry 
3ee ts 
3wccoli 
:::abbage 
o;------,------------1-----1----- 1 -------- ---1-----1-------
carrots 
i=-1:; -----:----------·------ l-----l-------ll-----1---- ----- ------ ----- -----~ucumbers 
F"r_e_e_n_s_: -c-;-h-a-rd-;---------- l----l----- -l ---- ---- ---- 1-- - ---- ----
1-----:-----:-----1-----'-1-----11----------- ------------
spinach 
1------:-;-- ------ 1-------1--·-----11-----1------ --- -------- -----
endive 
~ f:--:tt_u_c_e _________________ l ______ ---------11--------- - - - ---- - - ----1------1------
elon 
pions 
~-,------------·l----1-------- l ------l---l----l l----l---------­
ptatoes 
rsnips 
as 
,_P_P_e_r_s ______________ -_ -_ -_-_-_--I------I _ _________ == ~------1-------l-----
~~s I 
dishes ---l!---l------- -----1---1-------
l--,---------------- -------- --------- -----------
tabaga 
1----:-- --------------------- ---- ------ ---- - ------
ash: summer 
~---w---=-it-lt_e_r ----------------- ---- - -------- ------ 1-----1---------
~------------- ------- --- ------ ----- -------
eet corn 
natoes 
r-n-,-ip_ s ______________ --------- 1-----1--------- ----------
~-------------------- ------- --- ---1------1------
er crops 
1 n-t-17ia-;-l-cr_o_p_s_: _______ ------ ------ ---- ---------- --------- ----
sparagus 
r--sp--,b,--e_r_r-cie_s ______ __ L _ _ _ ------ --- - ----- ---- - - - - - --
r-h-u-;-b-a--,rb;------------~l--- -------1 --- - ---- - -- --- ____ - - --
' 1-------1 ------------\raw berries 
r-1 -------------1----1-----11--- ------- ------ -- - ---
By ..... ....... .... ....... ........ ....... .... ... ....... ........ .. .. ........... ........ .. ........ .... .... ..... Age ........................... . 
rown ................ ...... ... ... .......................... Address ........ .................................. .. ................. .... . 
The fpllowing is what I have done toward completing a standard 4-H garden 
project: 
I. Size of Home Garden (if separate plot grown by member): 
Ave. length .......... .. ft.; ave. width ..... ....... ft . ; total area .... ... ..... sq. ft. 
Size of Family Garden: 
Ave. length .... ........ ft.; ave. width ... ........ . ft . ; total area ............ sq. ft. 
II. Hours worked in victory garden: 
A. Planning and Clean-up ........ ... ..... ...... ... ................... .. ......... . .. .............. hrs. 
B. Plowing and harrowing ................ hrs. 
C. Fertilizing and planting .... .. .......... hrs. 
D. Cultivating and' weeding ................ hrs. 
E. Spraying and dusting ................ ......... ................................ . . ............... hrs. 
F. I-Iarvesling .................................... .. .... ......... ........... .............. ... . . ... ..... ... .... hrs. 
How many hours did others work in the garden ... .. .. .... .... . 
(Have parents give the estimated figure .) 
Total hours ..... .... ................ .. ... ..... . 
III. Number of "Good Gardening" practices carried on ................ . ... .... .. .... . . 
(Each one carried on is checked on page three) 
I V . Number of different vegetables grown .. ....... .. ..... ..... .. ... ............... . 
(Each one grown is checked on page four). 
V. Public exhibit made: Local .... ............ ; County ...... ......... . 
o r 
Story of 150 words written( substitute for exhibit). 
VEGETABLES FOR THE TABLE-MAKE THE FAMILY ABLE :c:-
NEW HAMPSHIRE EXTENSION SERVICE 
4-H CLUB DEPARTMENT 
4-H POULTRY ACCOUNT BOOK 
Name ---------------------------------- Club 
Address -------------------------------- Age ________ _ Div. ---------(July 1) 
From ------------------ 19 __ to ----------------- 19_~ 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
I. CHICK AND EGG REPORT. 
1. Chick Raising. 2. Egg Laying. 
Chicks started ..... . . ____ (a) Months egg record .......... -----
Chicks lost . ......... ____ (b) No. pullets or hens at 'start .. ----
(by accident or dea'th) Ave. No. birds for entire period ____ __ 
Chicks raised (a - b) ____ (c) Total number eggs ........ . 
o/o chicks raised ..... . 
(c --;- a X 100) 
Breed of chicks 
Average eggs per bird . . . . . . ___ _ 
Number obtained from 
Chick Pool? ... . .. ____ _ 
II. FINANCIAL SUMMARY. 
Project Value. 
Grade of production 
(from page 4) 
Inventory end of period (page 4) ................. (d) __ _ 
Project receipts (page 3) ....... . ................ (e) __ _ 
Total project value (d + e ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (F) __ _ 
Project Expense. 
Inventory beginning of period (page 4) .......... (g)· _____ _ 
Project expenses (page 2) .. .... . ............. ... (h) _____ _ 
Total project expense (g + h) ............ .. ................ . (I) __ _ 
Labor Income (F - I) .... . ............................. .. . 
III. EXHIBIT REPORT. 
Where? When? What? __________ _ 
IV. REPORT OF PROJECT PRACTICES. 
(a) Poultry Study Topics ......... Number of Lessons completed ___ __ 
(b) Equipment Improvement . . . . . . First scor Improvement ____ _ 
(c) Housing Improvement ... . ..... First score Improvement __ _ 
(d) Monthly Egg Reports ......... Number monthly reports sen..__ ____ _ 
(e) Grading and Marketing Eggs .. Exhibit Eggs? __ Where ______ _ 
Sell N. H. Fresh Eggs? ______ _ 
(f) Dressing and Marketing Poultry, Number birds dressed and sold: _______ _ 
(g) Judging and Culling ..... . ..... Judged Poultry?__ Where, _______ _ 
Flock culled?__ No. birds culled___ 
(h) Exhibiting and Demonstrating . . Where When-----------
(i) Poultry Accounts ............. Month's record 
Certified Signed 
(Lender or P arent) (Member) 
EXPENSE RECORD 
(Enter all f eed, litter , coal, supplies an d equipment purchased or u sed. Standard cha r ges : Surplus milk, 2c 
no cha rge for garbage or waste products .. a ccumulated at home ; if collect ed, charge for labor; home gr own feed, esti1 
value. Do not include items listed in beginning inventory. ) 
Date Item Cost Date Item 
( 
$ 0 
~-
$1 
Amount Carr ied F or ward 
- --
---
- - -
-
- --
~ 
-
r · 
Total t o Ca r ry F orward Total Project Expense 
. . 
RECEIPT RECORD 
Products Sold or Used Date Products Sold or Used 
Carried Forward 
Total to Carry Forward Total Project Receipts 
price received for all produots sold. If used at home, enter the number or amount used. The value for products 
used can be determined from the 4-H P oultry Value Sheet.) 
PROJECT INVENTORY 
*Depreciation charges of 10% on all e(luipment and 2% for all permanent houses. Credit all increased value 
e(lulpment Improved In the close of period inventory. 
$ c $ 
I. Livestock. 
Baby Chicks ......................... . 
~r---------1-----~---~~-----------~- ---~ 
Pullets ............ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·~r---------l------r----~r-----------~-----1 
Hens 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·~r---------1---~-+---~1-----------1·------11 
Roosters ........................... · · · 
II. Equipment. 
* Brooder stove ........................ . -u----------1------1---~r- ---------1~---. 
Feeders . .............. .. ...... .. .... . 
Waterers .. .' .. .. ....... ... .. . . . ...... . 
Range shelters ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~1-------l----l- -ll-------1----.. 
Tools ................................ ·-u-------1----1--·lr-----1----t 
Other ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~r------l-----l-~lt-------t-----1 
III. Houses. 
Brooder houses 
Laying house or hens ................. . 
IV. Feed and Supplies. 
Mash .............................. ·· · 
Scratch . ... ............. ... ...... ... . . 
- 1!----------1------r----~r-----------1------
-1!----------1------1---~1-----------1-----. 
Unused litter ······ · · ··· · · ···· · ··· · ··· ·-ll-------l----l--ii------1-----
0ther , ..........•.......... . .......... 
Total Inventory Value 
EGG PRODUCTION SUMMARY 
Take figures from egg card. Enter grade of production according to standard on right hand column. 
less than C grade is listed as D grade. All birds in the flock must be r eported. "Broody birds and non-matured 
counted the same as the layers. In case a certain pen is selected for the egg contest, the record may be kept on 
rather than the entire flock but no shifting of the birds •h ould be made. 
flock. 
Month 
Total 
No. Birds 
First of 
Month 
xxxxxx 
No. Birds 
End of 
Month 
xxxxxx 
Average 
Number for 
Month 
Number Eggs 
of Eggs , per Bird 
MAD NJW H.AMPSRIIUI. STRONG 
BIALTB CHlilOX SHml 
CHECK TWICE: ONCE AT THE BEGINNING .AlfD AGAIN N:&lAR THE END OF THE PROJllCT 
(NOTE - Make check mark ( v') if food has been eat~n. ) 
"'f I 
~First Check Habit I Second Check Habit I 
What are my daily food and health habits !Lst 2nd 3rd Want to lst 2nd 3rd I Improved 
kl.a:v- ldav day Im-orove day ldav da:v 
MILK 
Had 4 cups today 
Had 3 cupe today 
Had 2 cups today 
VEG:BirABLES 
Ate potatoes today ' 
Ate 1 other vegetable today 
Ate 1 leafy, green or yellow vegetable 
FRUIT 
Had an orange, grapefruit, or tol!la.to 
Ate other fruit 
ZGGS, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY, CHEESE, DRIED B:Bl.ANS 
Had an egg todaz_ 
Had meat, fish, poultry, cheese, dried beans 
\'THOLE GRAIN CEREALS AHD BREAD 
Had whole grain cereals for breakfast 
Ate whole grain bread 
FATS 
Had butter today 
Took codliver oil, or haliver oil 
Had 11 fortified 11 margarine 
SWEETS 
Did not eat sweets between meals 
" WATER 
Drank 4 to 6 glasses todey 
BOWlilL MOVlilt•tENT 
Bowels moved without taking medicine 
SLEEP 
--slept 8 hours last night 
Slept 10 hours last night 
EXERCISE 
Exercised out-of-doors 1 hour 
Exercised out-of-doors 2 hours 
CLEANLINESS 
Had bath last night 
Washed hands before every meal 
Brushed my teeth twice 
Uame~------------------------------------------
Address. ________________________________________ _ 
Product 
~1ILX 
VEGli1!A:BLEB 
Potatoes 
Leafy, green (all 
greens, cabbage, 
· string beans, peas 
and broccoli. ) 
Yellow 
Other vegetables 
, such as onion, corn, 
beets, turnip, etc. 
F.RUITS 
Oranges, grapefruit, 
tomatoes, apples, 
(fresh or canned) 
EGGS 
MEAT, FISH and 
POULTRY 
Also dried beans and 
peas 
WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS 
Oatmeal, coarse corn 
meal, some, package 
cereals. 
:BUTTER 
COD LIVER OIL 
(or haliver oil) 
IXPLANA.TION lroR THE USE OF THE DAILY roQD 
AND HEALTH HABITS CHECK SHEm 
Food VaJ.ue Amount Needed Dail y Fo~ 
Supplies the right amount of caJ.cium 
Good Growth j 
Need 1~ pints to 1 quart -wholE 
and vitamin A for building strong milk daily in some form--to 
teeth and bones. drink or in cooked foods. 
One quart skim milk and li oz. butter 
have same food value as one quart 
whole milk. 
Supply energy, some iron and vitamins Eat potatoes at least once a 
day. Baked potatoes are best. 
Leafy, green vegetables are riCh in 
minerals and vitamins necessary to One leafy and one other 
build strong bodies and steady nerves. vegetable beside potatoes 
should be eaten daily. 
Yellow vegetables contain vitamin A Chopped raw vegetables, espe-
necessary for keen eyesight and cially .cabbage should be used 
building good resistance. several times a week in \~rinter 
Other root and green vegetables con-
t ain vitamins E, C and G. 
Rich in vitamin C which helps to Use a citrous fruit daily 
build strong teeth. (orange or grapefruit or 
tonatoes) and one other fruit 
such as a~~le, fresh or canned 
Contain vitamins A and D and iron. Children need four or five egg 
A good muscle building food. a week. Adults need thr ee t o 
six a week. 
Protein foods build strong muscles. Use meat, fish or poultry dail; 
if possible, or at l east three 
times each t~eek. Use oils in 
fish. 
Contain vitamins E, A, and G and are Use one to two servings of whoJ 
riCh in iron. They supply bulk. grain cereals. Also use bread! 
made from the whole grain cere~ 
Contains vitamin A and G. It helps Use from one to three servings 
in growth and gives ' energy. daily. ( 
Valued for its vitamin D. Needed by children during wint( 
months to help build resistancE 
to colds and other · diseases. 
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WHAT IS 4-H CLUB WORK? 
Four-H Club work is that part of the Agricultural Extension Service 
which deals with rural youth. Young people between the ages of 10 and 21 
in a co~munity organize themselves into a group with their own officers and 
own local program with the guidance of an adult man or woman adviser (who 
serves voluntarily.) Each member has an individual project centering arounc 
a problem of the home or the farm. They raise livestock, crops, make 
clothing, prepare foods, etc. They serve as officers and on committees of 
their own club. They have camps, plays, games, songs, exhibits, tours, 
hikes, and social meetings. They work and play together. ~ney learn to 
cooperate by cooperating. The organizers and supervisors in each county 
are the County Extension Agents who are cooperatively employed by County, 
State, and Federal Government. 
OBJECTIVES OF 4-H CLUB WORK 
Boys' and Girls' 4'-H Club work is ~part of the threefold program of 
the E:x.tension Service and the United States Department of Agriculture co-
operating with rural people. This program includes work in agriculture 
with men, in ·home economics with women, and in both agriculture and home 
economics with boys and girls. 
It is a nation-wide program, primarily educational in nature, rating 
second only to the public school system . Its purpose is to teach rural 
boys and girls from 10 to 21 years of age the latest and best agricultural 
and home economics practices, and the finer and more significant things of 
rural life. 
Equally as valuable as the skills and practical knowledge acquired 
through 4-H Club work is the comradery, the zest for life and living which 
it stimulates. Girls and boys who are club members find their lives en-
riched by enduring friendships with other young people. Forestry and gar-
den clubs awaken a sense of kinship with the earth, a deeper appreciation 
of the miracles wrought in a handful of soil. Study of the rudiments of 
child care and training enables members of 4-H Homemaking Clubs to take 
charge of younger brothers and sisters, and to appreciate home responsibili 
ties. _,-. 
No one who has given an animal loving care, who has watched it grow 
and tended to its needs, has done so without enriching his own na ture. 
That is why the love of livestock, which 4-H Club projects foster, makes a.n 
enduring contribution to a young person's life reaching far beyond the re-
sults he may be able to show with records and figures. 
The interests of 4-H Club members are not bounded b~ the family hearth 
stone and farmlands. Increasing emphasis is being given to such activities 
as the beautification of church and comm11nity plantings, to participation 
in special church services, and to extending helping hands toward less for-
tunate households. This is the "greater loyalty" through which the 4-H 
member becomes aware of a brotherhood embracing not only his home and his 
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club, but the world in which he is a part. 
THE 1940 STATE LEADERS' REPORT ON OBJECTIVES 
The state leaders, in their conference at the 1940 National 4-H Camp, 
suggested the following statement of the objectives of 4-H work: The dis-
tinct educational objectives of 4-H Club work are to provide a program 
which helps rural youth--
1. To develope desirable ideas and standards for (a) farming, (b) hom _ 
maki ng, (c) family life, (d) community life, (e) citizenship, (f) leader- ' 
ship, and {g) personal living; also a sense of responsibility for the at-
tainment of these and all of the following objectives. 
2. To acquire skill in (a) farming, (b) homemaking, (c) community 
leadership; also to davelop a clearer vision of agriculture as a basic in-
dustry and homemaking as a worthy occupation. 
3. To conduct farm, home and community projects or enterprises. 
4. To develop an intelligent understanding and anpreciation of nature 
and also the conservation of natural and human resources. 
5 . To develop a scientific attitude toward the problems of the farm, 
the home and the community. 
6 . To train in cooperative action as a means of increasing personal 
accomplishments and of solving community problems. 
7. To develop desirable habits related to (a) healthful living, (b) 
intelligent use of leisure time, and (a) a rich, more abundant living . 
8. To increase incomes, standards of living, and the satisfaction of 
rural life. 
WHAT CLUB WORK DOES 
4- H Club work becomes part of the lives of rural young people while 
their minds are still plastic; gives them guidance when they need it; 
teaches them some of the inspiring things in agriculture and farm home life 
and gives them a vision of its possibilities as a life work. 
4-H Club work demonstrates the best practices in agriculture and ·home 
economics to entire communities and counties by means of the original pro-
jects carried by the members, by their exhibits, their fairs, their exposi-
tions and their public de~onstrations. 
4-H Club work develops rural leadership, community pride and spirit. 
It builds young men and women who know how to conduct meetings, org~nize 
community projects, and who are trained to judge crops, livestock and pro-
ducts of the farm and home . 
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4-H Club work emphasizes the home--as that is the place where the pro-
ject is usually carried out--and bring parents and children increasingly 
together in a common interest. 
4-H Club work developes self-reliance, ambition and aggressiveness. 
It applies business methods to farming and promotes industry and thrift. 
It fosters individual ownership, a love of nature and the open ' country 
It brings out the best effort and thought, and gives rural boys and 
girls an opportunity to earn money and. acquire property. 
4-H Club work shows boys and girls how to do the wholesome, helpful 
things and to play the game fairly. 
Above all, it deNelops the highest tYPe of manhood, womanhood and 
American citizenship. 
THE 4-H PROJECT 
The project is the first requirement of 4-H Club membership. All ac-
tivities center around the project, thus making it the backbone of 4-H Club 
work. A member without a ' project would be like a ship without a rudder; he 
would have no central interest to steer his course of activity. To become 
a 4-H Club member a boy or girl must enroll in one of the many projects 
listed by the state in which the member lives. Through his project work, 
the club member is taught improved practices which, in turn, serve as dem-
onstrations for the community. He learns business principles by keeping 
required records. 
By project is meant the animals raised and the articles made by the 
members, or some other definite enterprise undertaken by members. The pro-
ject should be one which fits well into the conditions of the community. 
It should be practical and provide some income, savings, or satisfaction to 
the club member. 
Each club member must do personally the work required to complete suc-
cessfully the project selected; though when heavy work is involved, younger 
club members may have the help of adults. In all production projects, each 
club member must have the animals or crops in his own name, or, if one is 
on a partnership or share basis, he must have definite arrangement with the 
other parties concerned, so that he is on his own responsibility and can 
make his own decisions about the care and management of his project. 
Leaders should help club members select projects best suited to their 
individual conditions. Young club members should not undertake.more than 
one project a year, but older ones find it desirable to carry several pro-
jects with them a year. Each state lists its own complete outlines of pro-
jects selected. for that state. For this reason project details are not in-
cluded in this bulletin. 
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PROJECT RECORD BOOKS 
Leaders should realize the value of project records and use every 
means possible to have records well kept by every individual member. BlankE 
are furnished free to club members by the State Extension Agent division, 
and avai lable from County Extension Agents. The safe keeping of the club 
records should be each club member 1 s own responsibility. The purpose of 
the record book is as follows: 
1. The club member has a definite place for recording the work 
done in connection with the project. 
2. The experience gained from learning how to keep records is a 
valuable part of the child's training. 
3. They create good-will for 4-H work among both farm and busin-
ess people. 
4. They help justify public support of4-H work. 
5. They protect the work ag~inst criticism. 
6. They prove the value of certain practices and of quality pro-
ducts. 
7. They furnish reliable evidence on which to build future 4-H 
progress, based on net returns for money and time invested. 
8. They furnish basis of recognition for worthy 4-H club members. 
9. They teach business principles. 
The record is also an expense account. By keeping it the member gets 
practical experience in bookkeeping and finds out whether he is making or 
losing money on his project. After several years of club membership he 
gets in the habit of keeping books--a good habit for farmers and housewives 
to acquire. 
If local leaders will see that each club member makes a report of the 
work done between meetings at each business meeting, and will assist the 
members in making out their records, the reports will be more accurate and 
it will facilitate work at the close of the project. It will not take a 
great deal of time at each club meeting to go over the records. It will 
add interest to the work and. more completions will result. 
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES IN 4-H WORK 
The 4-H Club program includes two main lines of work. The first is 
the foundation of the work, the farm and home projects. 
The second group includes the general activities, such as recreation, 
music appreciation, dramatics, safety work, health work, conservation, and 
others. 
Some project in the first group i$ require for enrollment as a 4-H 
member, and includes the keeping of complete records. Participation in the 
second group of activities is more or less voluntary. Though: without a 
definite outline of requirements, the broad purpose of general activities 
is to enrich the entire 4-H program. The project is the foundation of 4-H 
work, but these general activities add life and interest. Thus they are 
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important to every 4-H member. 
Some states use such subjects as health and conservation as general 
activities, while others consider them regular projects with definite out-
lines of requirements important for the continued progress of 4-H work. It 
is suggested that each leader become as well informed as possible, by se-
curing helpful bulletins, and by making use of the personal assistance 
availab le to leaders in each state. 
BOSTON UNIV~RSITY 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
LIBRARY 
